Affect vs. Effect

Are you one of many people who find using the words affect and effect tricky and oftentimes interchange them?

Let us help you untangle the confusion:

Affect is commonly used as a verb that denotes the act of changing or influencing something.

“How ‘Brexit’ Will Affect Travel to Europe”
The New York Times

“How the sounds you hear affect the taste of your beer”
Washington Post

Effect, on the other hand, is mostly used as a noun referring to something that occurs due to a cause. An effect usually results from something that has been affected.

“5 Weird Negative Effects of Social Media on Your Brain”
Reader’s Digest

“Quick Analysis Finds Effect of Climate Change in French Floods”
The New York Times

Effect may also denote the state of being functional, operational or in execution.

“New Regulations Take Effect to Protect Student Aid Recipients”
Forbes

“New Laws on Abortion Set To Take Effect around the Country”
ABC News
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Though it may be easier to remember that affect is a verb and effect is a noun, both terms have lesser known uses. Effect may sometimes be used as a verb to denote the sense, to bring about.

“Small Businesses Have the Power To Effect Change Faster Than Government”
Forbes

“Ricken Patel: middle classes have most power to effect political change”
The Guardian

Effect may also be used to refer to making a desired impression.

“Trump Campaigns for ‘Effect,’ Would Be ‘Different’ as President”
NBC News

“Bombing for show? Or for effect?”
The Washington Post

On the other hand, affect has a secondary, lesser known use as a noun referring to feeling or emotion in psychology.

“To what extent do oral contraceptives influence mood and affect?”
Journal of Affective Disorders

“The Effect of Music-Induced Mood on Aggressive Affect, Cognition, and Behavior”
Journal of Applied Social Psychology

Knowing the different forms and uses of affect and effect is a good start, but in order to
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master these words, you need to identify and clarify the purpose or message of the sentence first before deciding which one to use.

You can try our affect vs. effect online exercise here - What's your score?

If anything is unclear, please have a look at our Snappy Guide to Differentiating “Affect” and “Effect”.

What's the difference?

Affect is usually used as a verb and means “to influence.”

Effect is usually used as a noun and means “an impact” or “a change.”

AFFECT

The weather affected our vacation.

EFFECT

Reading has positive effects.

Share this post for more easy explanations.